Abstract. If you have multiple objects in your pocket, some are easy to find among the other ones, for instance, when they differ much in material properties or shape. Information on which haptic features stand out among others is valuable for research into the haptic system in general, but also for haptic interface design. In this research we focussed on saliency of shape, by letting subjects search for cubes or spheres. Response times were measured as a function of the number of items. We found that search for a cube among spheres is more efficient than search for a sphere among cubes and that the dynamics of the sliding of the shapes along each other play an important role in haptic search.
Introduction
Keys, some loose change, a mobile phone and a handkerchief are all examples of objects that might be in your pocket at any given time. Several times a day we reach into our pocket to take out one of these items. Some of these items are very difficult to find and sometimes we resort to taking out the whole content of our pocket to visually find what we were looking for. Other items are remarkably easy to find using only the haptic modality. For instance, when the item you want to find differs much in size from the other items or is made out of a material that is perceived as very different from the rest. Besides relative size and material properties, shape can provide an important cue for finding a specific item. So what makes some objects stand out among others? This is an important question, because it gives insight into how haptic object recognition takes place and thereby provides important information on the haptic system. On the other hand, knowing which haptic features are detected fast and accurately can also be of value for haptic interface design. For instance, to render easy recognizable virtual haptic objects.
In vision, object saliency has often been addressed using search tasks [1] . Usually varying numbers of items are displayed on a screen and subjects are instructed to respond as fast as possible whether a certain target item is present among the other items. Response times are then measured as a function of the number of items. The slope of a straight line through the points indicates the extra search time needed per extra item and is a measure for how much a target item stands out among other (distractor) items. The search paradigm has been proven to be very useful in vision and can be extended to the haptic domain.
It has been shown that the haptic system is quite accurate when it comes to recognition of familiar objects [2] . Object recognition often can even be done through only brief contact with the object, which has been labeled a 'haptic glance ' [3] . It is probable that there are primitive features that can be extracted relatively fast by the haptic system to enable such fast object recognition. So what are these features? Lederman and Klatzky looked into this problem using a haptic search task. In their setup, varying numbers of items were pressed onto the subjects' fingers [4] . Consequently, exploratory movements were constrained to small finger movements. They found that especially search for material properties such as roughness was efficient, but also search for an edge among no-edge items was relatively fast.
Most research on haptic shape perception has been concerned with curvature perception. When exploring objects with sizes that can be easily held in hand, the pressure profile on the skin and the cutaneous signals that arise are important. It has been shown that subjects can discriminate curved surfaces pressed to their finger pads using cutaneous information only [5, 6] . Furthermore, subjects can estimate the orientation of a cylinder pressed to the finger pad fairly well [7] .
In daily life objects are not normally pressed onto the finger pads. In fact, we usually hold multiple objects in our hand and we can freely rearrange these objects. Besides the pressure profile on the skin, also the dynamics of the different objects in terms of, for instance, how easy they slide along each other determine how easy a certain object is found. We set out to investigate haptic search under free exploration when grasping several objects, differing in shape, in the hand. Because curvature and edges are important features for haptic shape perception we used spheres, that have a curved surface without edges, and cubes that do have edges. Subjects had to search for a sphere among cubes or a cube among spheres. Response times were then recorded as a function of the number of items. The slope of this function indicates the amount of extra time needed per item and thereby is a measure of how efficient a search was performed. If this is the same for the two conditions in our experiment, then this indicates that curvature and edges are processed equally fast. To enable accurate response time measurements, a stand alone device with a touch sensitive contact was custom made.
Experimental Design and Setup

Participants
Eight paid subjects (5 male, mean age 22) participated in the experiments. All subjects were right-handed according to Coren's test [8] and none of them reported any known hand deficits.
Stimuli and Setup
Stimuli consisted of spheres and cubes made out of brass. Both shapes had the same volume and, consequently, the same mass. This ensured that there were
